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Abstract: This work deals with issues concerning the performance measurement in SMEs. There has been a literature search of existing methods and practices for performance measurement. The Characteristics of Performance Measurement and Factors Influencing Performance Measurement in SMEs are studied. Concept and objectives of the Integrated performance measurement system are developed. The structure and configuration of the performance measurement system are conceptualized.
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1. Introduction

The performance measurement revolution started in the late 1970s with the dissatisfaction of traditional backward looking accounting systems.

Businesses are facing tough challenges to succeed in a global competitive market. Customer demand is changing rapidly in terms of sophistication of the products and services they require. As a result, companies need to become more responsive to customers and market needs, with a greater number of customer specific products and/or services, more flexible processes, suppliers and resources coordinated through a number of organisations along the supply chain, whilst reducing costs. In order to proactively respond to these challenges, management requires up-to-date and accurate performance information on its business. This performance information needs to be integrated, dynamic, accessible and visible to aid fast decision-making to promote a pro-active management style leading to agility and responsiveness.

One of the objectives this work is to provide industry with a comprehensive and rigorous set of tools, techniques and procedures to allow auditing of existing performance measurement systems against a reference model and consequently design more robust, flexible and integrated performance measurement systems.

The main objective of this work is to introduce and develop the concept of Performance Management as a key business process and focus on the criticality of the Performance Measurement System embedded within. It presents a reference model for the Performance Measurement System which is based on industry best practices.

2. Performance measurement systems in SMEs

In recent years, literature has identified the increasing complexity of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and highlighted their sensitivity to differences in managerial culture and management systems. Research has shown that performance measurement systems (PMSs) could play an important role in supporting managerial development in these companies.

In fact, it has often been said [7] that the critical factors for the success of these SMEs can mostly be found in the attributes of a model of a company whose success basically depends on the figure of the entrepreneur-owner, who is personally responsible for managing the activities of the company. This model is characterized by: flexibility and an ability to react quickly and adapt to the competitive and changing environment; organizational processes which are not very structured or 'engineered'; significant concentration of decision-making processes in the entrepreneur-owner; focus on technical aspects and production; and the existence of specialist and tacit knowledge that is essentially technological and evolves through learning processes based on learning by doing [18,21].

Several important changes that have taken place in recent years have created a favourable context for the implementation of PMSs in manufacturing SMEs (for brevity in the following we refer to SMEs). The four main factors that will be discussed here are: the evolution of the competitive environment and the propensity to grow in dimension (in the sense that they must increase the volume of business because of the geographical expansion of competitive spaces), the evolution of the concept of quality, increased focus on continuous improvement, and significant developments in information technology.

2.1. Characteristics of Performance Measurement in SMEs

After a thorough literature review five common characteristics were identified.

• The difficulty in involving SMEs in performance measurement projects. Moreover, the companies that do take part in these projects rarely continue on to the last phase because of the lack of time available for non-operational activities and the poor involvement of the entrepreneurs or top managers in the PM project [30].

• The studies indicate that SMEs either do not use any PM model or they use models incorrectly. Many companies often implement only some parts of a general model, while others modify the models without carefully considering the changes made. In other words, they eliminate some dimensions without first carefully understanding and analysing the characteristics of the model and the company.

• SMEs’ approach to performance measurement is informal, not planned and not based on a predefined model; performance measurement is introduced to solve specific problems and the PMS grows out of this process spontaneously rather than as a result of planning [3].

• SMEs have limited resources for data analysis. Data are gathered and the processes analysed in an imprecise way, and this unformalized approach increases the ambiguity of the measurement objectives. The information is then presented in the same way: SMEs usually use tables rather than graphs, making it difficult to interpret the information [1,3].

2.2. Factors Influencing Performance Measurement in SMEs

Many researchers state that the specific characteristics of SMEs can be obstacles to the implementation and use of a PMS. These characteristics are briefly described in the following paragraphs.

• Lack of human resources. SMEs have limited human resources. All the staff are involved in the activities of managing daily work, and have no extra time for additional activities, such as implementing a PMS [3,14,17].

• Managerial capacity. Technical excellence in products and operational processes is often perceived as the only key critical factor in SMEs. A managerial culture is often lacking in these companies and therefore managerial tools and techniques are perceived as being of little benefit to the company. Very often, employees occupy different positions at the same time, the organizations are flat, and though the entrepreneur is in charge of
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both operational and managerial functions, he/she usually neglects the managerial activities [21].

- Limited capital resources. The impact of the resources needed to implement a PMS is proportionally more onerous in SMEs than in large companies [3,9,10,14,17]. Moreover, the absence of affordable software platforms that focus on the specific needs of SMEs further obstructs the introduction of PMSs in these companies [5].
- Reactive approach. SMEs are characterized by poor strategic planning and their decisionmaking processes are not formalized. The lack of explicit strategies and methodologies to support the control process promotes both a short-term orientation and a reactive approach to managing the company's activities [8,21]
- Tacit knowledge and little attention given to the formalization of processes. One of the main barriers to organizational development in SMEs is the lack of a managerial system and formalized management of the processes. Furthermore, since knowledge is mainly tacit and context-specific, the information required to implement and use a PMS is difficult to gather [18,21].
- Misconception of performance measurement. Hudson et al. [15] underlines that a PMS can only be effectively implemented and used when the company perceives the benefits of the PMS. SMEs often do not understand the potential advantages of implementing a PMS; these systems are perceived as a cause of bureaucratization and an obstacle to the flexibility of SMEs [16,17].

The limited resources of SMEs require approaches and models that respond to their specific needs and are efficient and easy to implement. The employees involved in implementing and using PMSs must clearly understand the short- and long-term advantages in order to maintain their enthusiasm and commitment [13]. PMSs for SMEs must be dynamic and flexible in order to respond to the needs of these companies, but at the same time they must also be structured to a certain degree in order to favour activity planning [3,12,15]. Though the design of PMSs for SMEs must consider strategy, there must also be a strong focus on operational aspects, since traditionally these are the aspects that are critical for the success of SMEs. Finally, the performance measurement process has to be based on a management information system which keeps in mind the limited financial and human resources of small and medium enterprises.

All these factors underline the differences between SMEs and big companies and the need for a different approach to PM in SMEs. Moreover, these factors could be useful in the study of the dimensions of PMSs for SMEs.

3. Concept and objectives of the integrated performance measurement system

Many authors have focused attention on how organizations can design more appropriate measurement systems. Hudson et al. [15] identify nine requirements for an effective PM development process. These include (1) need evaluation/existing PM audit, (2) key user involvement, (3) strategic objective identification, (4) performance measure development, (5) periodic maintenance structure, (6) top management support, (7) full employee support, (8) clear and explicit objectives, and (9) set timescales. Identifying the procedures for developing strategic PM systems is rather more problematic, as these will vary between processes. However, to ensure strategic alignment, a procedure for identifying strategic objectives should be included. A method for developing the measures is necessary, along with a procedure for maintaining the new PM system [15]

The author's concept of Performance Management presents a reference model for the Performance Measurement System which is based on industry best practices.

3.1. The structure and configuration of the performance measurement system

The literature review revealed two critical considerations with respect to the structure and configuration of Performance Measurement Systems. These are:

- Integrity of the System
- Deployment

3.2. Integrity of the System

Integrity refers to the ability of the performance measurement system to promote integration between various areas of the business. Previous research on manufacturing systems integration identified the value of the Viable Systems Model [4,6] as a framework for assessing a systems integrity. The theory behind the Viable Systems Model (VSM) is that for any system to be viable it must have five sub-systems. The VSM identifies these five sub-systems as System 1, System 2, System 3, System 4, System 5 and the Meta System which is a combination of the Systems 3, 4 and 5. These systems are discussed below.

**System 1** are the operational units which produces the goods or services. In other words it represents the productive function of the organisation. It could be interpreted that system 1 consists of Business Processes such as Order Fulfillment, Product Development, Get Order, and so on. From a performance measurement systems perspective system 1 will consists of performance measures which objectively measure the performance of an individual Business Process.

**System 2** is the supervisory system which co-ordinates the activities of operational units. This system represents the Business Process which co-ordinates the activities of system one.

**System 3** represents the tactical management system which manages the operations of the systems 1 and 2 by setting targets and priorities. Also, in terms of the meta system it would be the system for the implementation of change. This is the management system which is responsible for the performance of business processes and activities in line with the requirements of the higher level systems. From an performance measurement systems perspective this is the system which deploys the strategic policies and priorities. It is therefore responsible for deploying targets and priorities to the measures under systems 1 and 2.

**System 4** is the developmental system which concerns itself with the external environment and therefore the future. Its focus is on improvement. In terms of the meta system this is the system which identifies the changes necessary to the lower level systems, i.e. systems 1, 2 and 3. This effectively is the benchmarking system which by focusing externally identifies the improvement gaps. The performance measures used in this system tends to be externally focused and comparative, e.g. delivery performance with respect to the competitors or market requirements. In addition to measuring the performance gaps with respect to the external environment, one other key function of this system is the prioritisation of the these gaps in line with the corporate and strategic objectives set by the higher level system 5.

It would be appropriate to combine the external focus of this system with the Results category of the EFQM model for TQM where the focus is on Customer Satisfaction, People satisfaction, Business results and Society satisfaction. From a reference model point of view it may be appropriate to expect externally oriented measures corresponding to each one of the four areas.

**System 5** is the boss, this system sets the direction, the policy and strategy the organisation would be adopting in the future. With respect to performance measurement system, this systems sets the high level priorities and targets by relating the performance gaps, from system 4, to business objectives and priorities.
The Meta System is the combination of systems 5, 4 and 3 which is responsible for identifying and managing change. System 5 sets policy and direction, system 4 identifies the necessary changes and system 3 implements these changes.

3.3 Deployment

Deployment refers to the deployment of business objectives and policies throughout the hierarchical structure of the organisation as illustrated earlier in figure 2. Objective of deployment, in this context, is to ensure that:

- Performance measures used at various levels of the organisation reflect the business objectives and policies.
- Deployment is consistent through the hierarchy of the organisation.
- Deployment is relevant and correct with respect to the impact and influence of individual business areas (i.e. processes, functions and activities).

4. A reference model

The reference model developed by the author is based upon the two facets of the performance measurement systems as identified above. These are:

- Integrity
- Deployment

A reference model has been developed following a study of best practices. At each level of the structure four key factors are considered, these are: Stakeholders, Control criteria, External measures, Improvement objectives and Internal measures. The reference model places emphasis on the amplification, transduction and attenuation of performance objectives between these levels.

The reference model uses this basic structure to integrate a following concepts into a single framework:

- Policy Deployment. The deployment of corporate and stakeholders objectives throughout the organisation.
- Competitive Criteria and Benchmarking. The definition of key competitive factors and position of the Business and the Business Units within its competitive environment.
- Normative Planning. The measurement methodology which differentiates between Actuality, Capability and Potentiality.
- Active Monitoring. The use of proactive performance measures rather than reactive measures.

5. The audit method

Having identified and defined the key characteristics of an integrated performance measurement system (i.e. Integrity and Deployment), the author has developed a method for auditing the Integrity and Deployment of the performance measurement system as defined in the reference model.

The audit process consists of three phases. These are:

- Data Collection
- Integrity Audit
- Deployment Audit

5.1. Data Collection Phase

The Data Collection Phase, using a workbook developed by the author, collects all information relevant to the Performance Management Process of the business. The information collected includes:

- Identification of Business Units (BU) within the business.
- The market requirements in terms of qualifiers and differentiators for each BU.
- The development plans or objectives for the business or each of its BU’s.
- The performance measures used and reviewed by the executive management team within the business, i.e. the Strategic Performance Measures
- The performance measures used and reviewed within each function of the business, i.e. the Functional or Operational Performance Measures.
- Personal objectives and any associated incentive scheme for the executives, managers, supervisors and operational personnel
- Review, reporting and performance responsibilities associated with measures used at all levels.

Once the data is collected it is then analysed to conduct the Integrity and Deployment audits respectively.

5.2. Integrity Audit

In order to conduct the Integrity Audit in a comprehensive, rigorous and repeatable manner, the author has compiled a checklist to search for objective evidence supporting the existence of all five systems within the VSM. Following the analysis of this data against this checklist various gaps are identified with respect to the completeness and integrity of the performance measurement system.

5.3. The Deployment Audit

During the process of creating the model it became apparent that most businesses, small or large, consists of discrete business units which in turn may be treated as stand alone businesses. The common terminology applied to these business units are Strategic Business Units (SBU). The configuration of SBU’s within an organisation could vary dramatically. In one organisation it could be very much product driven in others it could be market driven and in some it may be a hybrid of market and product characteristics.

In the first instance the deployment audit requires the identification of the individual SBU’s and their strategic requirements in terms of the qualifiers and the differentiators. The performance measurement system should ensure that the priorities between the above two criteria are balanced and appropriately managed in a dynamic environment.

In order to audit the deployment of the performance measurement system a three stage audit method has been developed:

- Stage one focuses on to the requirements of each SBU environment and through a series of matrices assesses the deployment of environmental requirements through business objectives to strategic and functional performance measures.
• Stage two focuses on to the business objectives and through a series of similar set of matrices assesses their deployment through the strategic performance measures to functional levels.

• Stage three focuses on the deployment of strategic performance measures to the functional levels, again through the use of similar matrices.

The audit process is designed to be rigorous in order to ensure repeatability. A scoring system has been devised to measure the strength of deployment which results in a rigorous approach and repeatable conclusions.

6. Conclusion

The research and development effort of the author is aimed at development of practical tools and techniques to facilitate more scientific and precise management of business performance. More specifically the research and development work presented in this paper may be summarised as follows:

• The research work carried out by author as part of a overall work on dissertation focusing on performance measurement systems identified the need to study Performance Management as a process.

• The Performance Management Process is seen as a closed loop control system which deploys policy and strategy, and obtains feedback from various levels in order to manage the performance of the business.

• The Performance Measurement System is the information system which is at the heart of the Performance Management Process and it is of critical importance to the effective and efficient functioning of the Performance Management System.

• Research Identified two critical elements with respect to the content and structure of the Performance Measurement System, these are: Integrity and Deployment.

• The Viable Systems Model (VSM) provides a framework for assessing the Integrity of the performance measurement system.

• Within the VSM framework, Deployment is an integral element which largely corresponds to system 3.

• The Reference Model developed for Integrated Performance Measurement Systems provides a framework against which performance measurement system can be designed and audited.

• The Audit Methods developed to assess the Integrity and Deployment of the performance measurement system provide simple but rigorous and repeatable tools which may be used to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the Performance Management Process.
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